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subscription success stories.
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The inaugural issue of FIPP’s Global Digital Subscription (GDS) Snapshot was 

published in 2018 as a celebration of publishers who were successfully growing 

their paid content revenues online. Since its launch, we’ve seen news and 

magazine media turn a goal which once seemed impossible, into a growing and 

increasingly core revenue stream for their companies. 

As the focus on paid revenue models expands, so too does our report, and we are pleased to 
announce that FIPP will be increasing the publishing frequency of GDS Snapshot. Moving 
forward, we will be releasing data on a quarterly basis, with 2 major trend reports every year. 

This report contains our data updates for July 2019, and our next major trends report will be 
released at the FIPP World Media Congress in Las Vegas from 12 – 14 November. 

We are also pleased to announce that we will be expanding the focus of the report for 
November 2019, taking a more holistic look at all subscription media and an expanded data 
view on news and magazine media which includes bundled print and digital subscriptions.

We invite all publishers who wish to have their titles or groups included in our next report to 
get in touch with Sylkia@fipp.com and provide key contacts who can assist us with data 
collection and submissions for features. 

In this update:

July 2019 Data Update: Pages 3 – 6
March 2019 Trend Report: Pages 7 – 16

We look forward to you joining us on our continued journey exploring the valuable 
contribution that paid content strategies are making to our global family of publishers. 

2019 GDS Snapshot – July 2019 Chart Update

James Hewes, 
President and CEO, FIPP

July 2019 - Chart Update

https://www.fippcongress.com/
mailto:Sylkia@fipp.com
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Total digital only subscribers Base subscription cost Estimated reporting period

Title Performance 1/4

250,000Aftonbladet
Sweden Source: Article

kr79/month ’18 Q4
Swedish Krona

200,000Caixin
China Source: Publisher

¥58/month ’18 Q4
Chines Yuan

175,470Verdens Gang (VG)
Norway Source: Article

kr189/quarter ’18 Q4
Norwegian Krone

3,500,000New York Times
U.S.A. Source: Article

$2/week ’19 Q2
Spacing device

1,800,000Wall Street Journal
U.S.A. Source: Article

$36.99/week ’19 Q2
Spacing device

Source: Article

655,000The Guardian (members)
UK

N/A ’19 Q1
Spacing device

£5.35/week1,000,000Financial Times
UK Source: Article

’19 Q1
Spacing device

U.S.A. Source: Article

$6/4 weeks1,200,000Washington Post (estimated) ’18 Q3
Spacing device

¥4200/month
Japan Source: Article

650,000Nikkei ‘19 Q1
Spacing device

Germany Source: Publisher

€7,99/month423,000BildPlus ‘18 Q4
Spacing device

350,000The Economist (app)
UK Source: Publisher

N/A ’18 H2
Spacing device

260,000Sunday/Times of London
UK Source: Article

£26/month ’18 Q3
Spacing device

207,000Folha de São Paulo
Brazil Source: Article

R$19.90/month ’18 Q4
Spacing device

Source: ArticlePoland

192,415Gazetta Wyborcza zł19.90/mo. ’19 Q1
Spacing device

Source: Article

180,000Le Monde 
France

€9,90/month ’18 Q4
Spacing device
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https://www.inma.org/blogs/conference/post.cfm/digital-subscription-data-lessons-from-nordic-news-publishers
https://www.inma.org/blogs/conference/post.cfm/digital-subscription-data-lessons-from-nordic-news-publishers
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/08/business/media/new-york-times-company-earnings.html
https://talkingbiznews.com/1/wsj-digital-subscribers-up-19-percent-to-1-8-million/
https://www.theguardian.com/gnm-press-office/2019/may/01/guardian-media-group-announces-outcome-of-three-year-turnaround-strategy
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-nikkei-ft-readers/financial-times-reaches-a-million-paying-readers-idUSKCN1RD1TF
https://blog.wan-ifra.org/2018/07/30/washington-post-puts-emphasis-on-creating-paths-to-subscription
https://www.pressgazette.co.uk/ft-reaches-1m-paying-readership-on-back-of-strong-business-performance/
https://www.theguardian.com/media/2018/oct/03/telegraph-to-put-politics-business-and-rugby-news-behind-paywall
https://www.statista.com/statistics/741223/leading-newspapers-in-brazil-by-digital-subscriptions/
https://www.wan-ifra.org/articles/2019/06/24/over-190000-subscribers-of-wyborczapl-in-the-month-of-the-30th-anniversary-of-ga
https://digiday.com/media/le-monde-site-tweaks-helped-increase-subscriptions-20-percent-2018/
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Total digital only subscribers Base subscription cost Estimated reporting period

165,000Dagens Nyheter kr119/month ’19 Q1
Sweden Source: Article

Swedish Krona

108,000Aftenposten
Norway Source: Article

kr249/month ’18 Q2
Norwegian Krone

100,000ClarÍn
Argentina Source: Article

$55/month ’18 Q2
Argentine Peso

167,000The New Yorker
U.S.A. Source: Article

$100/year ’18 Q2
Spacing device

150,000LA Times
U.S.A. Source: Article

$1.99/week ’19 Q1
Spacing device

150,000Mediapart
France Source: Article

€11/month ’18 Q4
Spacing device

133,000Corriere della Sera
Italy Source: Article

€2.50/month ’18 Q2
Spacing device

123,000National Geographic
U.S.A. Source: Publisher

$12/year ’18 Q4
Spacing device

112,241Boston Globe
U.S.A. Source: Article

$27.72/4 weeks ’19 Q1
Spacing device

110,000Le Figaro
France Source: Article

€9.90/month ’18 Q4
Spacing device

105,000ZEIT
Germany Source: PV Digest

N/A ‘18 Q4
Spacing device

100,000The Athletic
U.S.A. Source: Article

$9.99/month ’18 Q3
Spacing device

100,000Wired
U.S.A. Source: Article

$28/month ’19 Q1
Spacing device

100,000Helsingin Sanomat
Finland Source: Article

€12.90/month ‘19 Q1
Spacing device

89,000WeltPlus
Germany Source: Publisher 

€9.99/month ‘18 Q4
Spacing device
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https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2019-01/Newman_Predictions_2019_FINAL_1.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/facebookmedia/blog/inside-the-local-news-subscriptions-accelerator-three-lessons-from-aftenposten-a-digital-subscriptions-powerhouse
https://www.clarin.com/sociedad/edicion-digital-clarin-supero-ano-100-000-suscriptores_0_HJbrCGtpM.html
https://www.poynter.org/business-work/2018/how-the-new-yorker-found-its-digital-groove/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/los-angeles-times-owner-has-high-digital-ambitions-11553006559
https://blogs.mediapart.fr/edwy-plenel/blog/140319/eleven-years-independence-mediapart-s-2018-results-facts-and-figures
http://www.rcsmediagroup.it/en/press-release/press-release-results-at-30-september-2018-approved/?print=print
https://www.niemanlab.org/2019/05/another-milestone-passed-for-newspapers-the-boston-globe-is-the-first-local-newspaper-to-have-more-digital-subscribers-than-print/
https://digiday.com/media/churn-european-publishers/?is=1
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/327313/the-athletic-raises-40-million-plans-to-expand.html
https://www.foliomag.com/wired-multiplatform-strategy-engagement-revenue/
http://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2019/finland-2019/
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Title Performance 3/4

70,000Dagbladet
Norway Source: Article

kr99/month ’18 Q3
Norwegian Krone

57,000Svenska Dagbladet kr99/month ’18 Q4
Sweden Source: Article

Swedish Krona

Total digital only subscribers Base subscription cost Estimated reporting period

82,000La Nación
Argentina Source: Article

$160/6 months ’18 Q1
Argentine Peso

66,000Süddeutsche Zeitung €36.99/month ‘18 Q4
Germany Source: Article

Spacing deviceSpacing device

66,000MittMedia (group) N/A ’18 Q4
Sweden Source: Article

Spacing deviceSpacing device

60,000De Correspondent
The Netherland Source: Article

€7/month 18‘ Q3
Spacing deviceSpacing device

¥1500/month
Japan Source: Article

60,000NewsPicks ‘18 Q2
Spacing deviceSpacing device

55,000Star Tribune
U.S.A. Source: Article

$3.79/week ’18 Q3
Spacing deviceSpacing device

Germany Source: PV Digest

47,000Der Spiegel €19.99/month ‘18 Q4
Spacing deviceSpacing device

45,000Handelsblatt
Germany Source: PV Digest

€34.99/month ‘18 Q4
Spacing deviceSpacing device

40,000Seattle Times
U.S.A. Source: Article

$3.99/week ’18 Q4
Spacing deviceSpacing device

Switzerland Source: Article

39,000Neue Zürcher Zeitung €10/month ‘19 Q1
Spacing deviceSpacing device

37,000Faz
Germany Source: PV Digest

€5.70/week ‘18 Q4
Spacing deviceSpacing device

30,000Kleine Zeitung €18.99/month ‘18 Q4
Austria Source: Article

Spacing deviceSpacing device

30,000Neue Osnabrücker Zeitung €4.95/month ‘18 Q4
Germany Source: PV Digest

Spacing deviceSpacing device
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https://digiday.com/media/aller-media-personalized-paywall/
https://digiday.com/media/readers-drive-40-percent-schibsted-revenue/
https://www.eleconomista.com.mx/opinion/El-giro-hacia-las-suscripciones-digitales-moda-o-tendencia-estructural-20180502-0034.html
https://www.affinity-primemedia.ch/newsletter-february-2019/
https://digiday.com/media/swedens-mittmedia-increases-subscriber-conversions-20-time-wall/
https://digiday.com/media/de-correspondent-gets-transparent-members-finances/
http://media.digitalnewsreport.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/digital-news-report-2018.pdf?x89475
https://www.mprnews.org/story/2018/05/29/twin-cities-newspapers-star-tribune-pioneer-press-alden-global
https://digiday.com/media/seattle-times-empowering-reporters-drive-subscriber-growth/
https://digiday.com/media/swiss-news-publisher-nzz-uses-newsletters-increase-paid-subscriptions/
https://www.styria.com/en/kleine-zeitung-has-more-than-30-000-digital-subscribers-3346
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Title Performance 4/4

How was the data collected?

FIPP used propriety survey data as well as publicly available data to compile this report. Due to the use of 
publicly available sources, we cannot guarantee the accuracy or recency of the figures reported. The sources of 
our data is referenced in the tables above. 

Why is my title or group not included?

We have tried to be as comprehensive as possible in sourcing data, but due to our reliance on publicly available 
data, this report should not be viewed as an exhaustive list. Should you wish to be included in future reports, 
please register your interest by e-mail to Sylkia@fipp.com.

Why did you not include print and digital combinations?

We are aware that many publishers are enjoying tremendous success with packages which include both print 
and digital subscriptions. To create a level playing field and celebrate the growing success publishers are 
enjoying in selling digital only subscriptions, we’ve excluded all other subscription combinations for this report.    

10,000Zetland Kr10/week ‘18 Q1
Denmark Source: Article

Danish Krona

Total digital only subscribers Base subscription cost Estimated reporting period

Next full report will be released in November 2019

Switzerland Source: Article

22,000Republik Fr22/month ‘19 Q1
Spacing device

9,900Liberation
France Source: PV Digest

€14.90/month ’18 Q1
Spacing device

8,096RBA Revistas (group)
Spain Source: Publisher

€30/month ’19 Q1
Spacing device

Switzerland Source: PV Digest

6,300Le Temps Fr29/month ‘18 Q4
Spacing device

2,922Good Housekeeping R30/month ‘19 Q1
South Africa Source: Publisher

Spacing device

2,182House and Leisure R38/month ‘19 Q1
South Africa Source: Publisher

Spacing device

1,405Cosmopolitan R30/month ‘19 Q1
South Africa Source: Publisher

Spacing device
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mailto:Helen@fipp.com
http://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2018/denmark-2018/
https://www.cjr.org/business_of_news/republik-swiss-news-crowdfunding.php


Publishers double down on paywall content and technology 
as digital subscriptions become key revenue focus for 2019.
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With the first issue of the Global Digital Subscription Snapshot published in 

2018, FIPP celebrated publishers which were succeeding in growing their digital 

subscription into a substantial revenue stream. Less than a year later the focus 

of our report has grown to 13 million digital subscriptions, up from last year’s 

10 million. In this  report we not only illustrate continued stellar digital 

subscription growth rates, but reveal a dogged determination and growing 

confidence in making reader revenue models work.  

In January this year, Condé Nast announced that it would be moving all titles and their 
content behind the company’s dynamic paywall. In doing so, they are one of the first major 
global magazine media players to go entirely behind a paywall. Whilst Anna Wintour, 
renowned editor of Vogue, is quick to point out that print itself is an enduring luxury product 
which will always be part of the company’s repertoire, it is clear that parent company Condé 
Nast has its eye firmly on a future where digital reader revenue makes a substantial 
contribution to the bottom line.

The company is no stranger to success in this arena. With more than 167,000 digital-only 
subscribers, the company’s iconic New Yorker magazine provides clear evidence that there is 
a healthy demand for high quality, original content, and consumers are willing to pay for it.  

Condé Nast’s paywall strategy has been four years in the making, and the company has been 
steadily putting titles behind their paywall in recent years. 2018 saw Wired and Vanity Fair 
being added, and although no figures are yet publicly available for these titles, the company 
seems to now have enough confidence in their model to put every single one of their brands 
behind their dynamic paywall. 

2019 GDS Snapshot – July 2019 Chart Update

The FIPP Global Digital Subscription Snapshot is rapidly becoming an 

established annual benchmark through which to measure the health of 

publishers’ efforts to generate reader revenue through paid content. 

We’re excited to see that this year’s report covers more magazine 

brands entering the arena, and shows that paid content is a truly 

global phenomenon, with examples of success across the world.

James Hewes, President and CEO, FIPP

“ ”

March 2019 Report
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"Users' willingness to pay has increased significantly worldwide. 

Paid content technology is one of the key value drivers of the digital 

distribution business. With the acquisition of CeleraOne, we 

combine three goals: investment in a growth business, the further 

expansion of technology and data competence as well as the 

constant development of paid journalistic offerings”

Stephanie Caspar, CEO News Media National and Technology, Axel Springer

“ ”

New York Media is following suit by placing New York magazine, the Cut, Vulture and all their 
other titles behind a dynamic paywall as well. And, of course, no article would be complete 
without mentioning another New York native that has become the de facto north star of 
subscription inspiration; The New York Times. 

The New York Times’ digital future is growing from strength to strength, and the title added 
265,000 new digital-only subscribers in the 4th quarter of 2018. Their total subscriptions now 
number more than 4.3 million, of which 3.3 million are digital-only subscribers. The impact of 
this growth firmly reflects on their bottom line. 

Digital revenue for 2018 was over $700 million, and this is expected to rise to $800 million by 
the end of 2020, and optimism about the company has seen its share price hit a 15-year high. 
The company is also seeking to buy back its New York headquarters. Of course, what is most 
interesting is that the company has set itself a lofty target of 10 million digital subscribers by 
2025, a goal it believes it can eclipse. 

But the market is heating up across the pond as well, and German publishers, in particular, 
have shown impressive gains in the nine months since our last report. Zeit has notched up an 
impressive 123% growth to more than 100,000 digital-only subscribers, Süddeutsche Zeitung 
boasts an increase of 42%, Der Spiegel is up 50%, and Neue Osnabrücker Zeitung has doubled 
its digital-only subscribers. 

German market leader Axel Springer continues to enjoy success with WeltPlus and BildPlus
which have a combined digital-only subscriber base of over 500,000. In a strategic move, the 
company has acquired CeleraOne, one of the leading providers of paywall technology in 
Europe. (Disclosure: CeleraOne is the sponsor of this report for the second year running).

Whilst there is a clear strategic advantage to owning a paywall technology company, from 
statement made by the company, that their own success will be easier attained by working 
with other publishers to nurture a culture of acceptance amongst consumers to support 
quality journalism, preferably with their wallets wide open to the cause. 

2019 GDS Snapshot – July 2019 Chart Update

March 2019 Report
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But the growing optimism about, and confidence in, the potential of reader revenue models 
delivered by paywalls, is not restricted to the market leaders highlighted above. 

According to Reuters, more than half of publishers identified subscriptions as their primary 
revenue focus for the next year. 

"Continuing the trend of previous years we see a growing demand 

for Paid Content solutions, and more and more publisher all over 

the world establishing successful models. We are very confident 

that this will continue and we are looking forward to more 

journalistic products with a paid strategy in the digital era. We see 

online magazines following the successful path of newspapers as 

an exciting development!”

Mortiz Hilger, CEO, CeleraOne

“ ”

Our emerging trends section provides a round-up of some of the exciting developments 
that have taken place in the digital subscription space during the last nine months. Among 
them a look at how local sports is becoming a subscription driver in the US, the increasing 
popularity of dynamic paywalls using propensity modelling, the dwindling allure of social 
media and how newsletters may just be the comeback kid of the year. 

As before, this report is a collaboration between FIPP and CeleraOne, with thanks to our 
regional contributors: Markus Schöberl from PV Digest and Zhen Wang from Caixin Global. 

Information by title >

March 2019 Report
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Total digital only subscribers Base subscription cost Estimated reporting period

Title Performance 1/4

3,300,000New York Times
U.S.A. Source: Article

$2/week ’19 Q1

1,500,000Wall Street Journal
U.S.A. Source: Article

$19.50/week ’18 Q4

U.S.A. Source: Article

$6/4 weeks1,200,000*Washington Post ’18 Q3

$3.99/week740,000Financial Times
UK Source: Article

’18 Q3

430,000The Economist
UK Source: Article

£55/quarter ’18 Q2

€7,99/month
Germany Source: Supplied

423,000BildPlus ‘18 Q4

Source: Article

570,000The Guardian
UK

N/A ’18 Q2

260,000Sunday/Times of London
UK Source: Article

£26/month ’18 Q3

Source: Article

180,000Le Monde 
France

€9,99/month ’18 Q4

Source: ArticlePoland

170,000Gazetta Wyborcza zł19.90/mo. ’18 Q4

192,000Folha de São Paulo
Brazil Source: Article

R$19.90/month ’18 Q2

¥4200/month
Japan Source: Article

559,000Nikkei ‘18 Q2

200,000Caixin
China Source: Publisher Supplied

$20.99/month ’18 Q4

250,000Aftonbladet
Sweden Source: Article

kr69/month ’17 Q4

167,000The New Yorker
U.S.A. Source: Article

$100/year ’18 Q2

Swedish Krona

March 2019 Report

https://edition.cnn.com/2019/02/06/media/new-york-times-fourth-quarter-earnings/index.html
https://digiday.com/podcast/inside-wall-street-journals-subscription-strategy/
https://blog.wan-ifra.org/2018/07/30/washington-post-puts-emphasis-on-creating-paths-to-subscription
https://www.theguardian.com/media/2018/oct/03/telegraph-to-put-politics-business-and-rugby-news-behind-paywall
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/319134/the-economist-introduces-new-app-for-subscribers.html
https://www.journalism.co.uk/news/five-lessons-from-the-guardian-s-membership-strategy-three-years-on/s2/a730347/
https://www.theguardian.com/media/2018/oct/03/telegraph-to-put-politics-business-and-rugby-news-behind-paywall
https://digiday.com/media/le-monde-site-tweaks-helped-increase-subscriptions-20-percent-2018/
http://www.wan-ifra.org/articles/2019/03/05/gazeta-wyborcza-with-over-170-thousand-digital-subscriptions
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/internacional/en/ombudsman/2018/07/1975870-the-pathway-to-digital-readership.shtml
http://media.digitalnewsreport.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/digital-news-report-2018.pdf?x89475
https://digiday.com/media/swedish-tabloid-aftonbladet-reached-250000-digital-subscribers/
https://www.poynter.org/business-work/2018/how-the-new-yorker-found-its-digital-groove/
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Total digital only subscribers Base subscription cost Estimated reporting period

133,000Corriere della Sera
Italy Source: Article

€2.50/month ’18 Q2

100,000The Athletic
U.S.A. Source: Article

$9.99/month ’18 Q3

89,000WeltPlus
Germany Source: Publisher 

€9.99/month ‘18 Q4

110,000Le Figaro
France Source: Article

€9.90/month ’18 Q4

140,000Mediapart
France Source: Article

€11/month ’18 Q1

133,000LA Times
U.S.A. Source: Article

$1.99/week ’18 Q2

123,000National Geographic
U.S.A. Source:Publisher

$12/year ’18 Q4

105,000ZEIT
Germany Source: PV Digest

N/A ‘18 Q4

100,000Boston Globe
U.S.A. Source: Article

$27.72/4 weeks ’18 Q3

150,000Dagens Nyheter kr119/month ’18 Q1
Sweden Source: Article

150,000Verdens Gang (VG)
Norway Source: Article

kr189/quarter ’18 Q1

108,000Aftenposten
Norway Source: Article

kr249/month ’18 Q2

100,000ClarÍn
Argentina Source: Article

$55/month ’18 Q2

82,000La Nación
Argentina Source: Article

$160/6 months ’18 Q1

80,000MittMedia N/A ’18 Q4
Sweden Source: Article

Swedish Krona

Norwegian Krone

Norwegian Krone

Argentine Peso

Argentine Peso

March 2019 Report

http://www.rcsmediagroup.it/en/press-release/press-release-results-at-30-september-2018-approved/?print=print
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/327313/the-athletic-raises-40-million-plans-to-expand.html
https://digiday.com/media/churn-european-publishers/?is=1
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2019-01/Newman_Predictions_2019_FINAL_1.pdf
https://www.latimes.com/business/hollywood/la-fi-ct-patrick-soon-shiong-latimes-sold-20180616-story.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/boston/news/2018/10/09/several-months-late-boston-globe-hits-online.html
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2019-01/Newman_Predictions_2019_FINAL_1.pdf
https://digiday.com/media/schibsteds-norwegian-tabloid-used-documentaries-add-20000-subscribers/
https://www.facebook.com/facebookmedia/blog/inside-the-local-news-subscriptions-accelerator-three-lessons-from-aftenposten-a-digital-subscriptions-powerhouse
https://www.clarin.com/sociedad/edicion-digital-clarin-supero-ano-100-000-suscriptores_0_HJbrCGtpM.html
https://www.eleconomista.com.mx/opinion/El-giro-hacia-las-suscripciones-digitales-moda-o-tendencia-estructural-20180502-0034.html
https://digiday.com/media/robot-writers-drove-1000-paying-subscribers-swedish-publisher-mittmedia/
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Title Performance 3/4

Total digital only subscribers Base subscription cost Estimated reporting period

45,000Handelsblatt
Germany Source: PV Digest

€34.99/month ‘18 Q4

37,000Faz
Germany Source: PV Digest

€5.70/week ‘18 Q4

Germany Source: PV Digest

47,000Der Spiegel €19.99/month ‘18 Q4

Switzerland Source: PV Digest

29,000Neue Zürcher Zeitung €10/month ‘17 Q4

20,500El Diario
Spain Source: PV digest

€7/week ‘17 Q2

66,000Süddeutsche Zeitung €36.99/month ‘18 Q4
Germany Source: Article

30,000Neue Osnabrücker Zeitung €4.95/week ‘18 Q4
Germany Source: PV Digest

60,000Hesingin Sanomat
Finland Source: PV digest

€12.90/month ‘18 Q1

60,000De Correspondent
The Netherland Source: Article

€7/month 18‘ Q3

55,000Star Tribune
U.S.A. Source: Article

$3.79/week ’18 Q3

37,000Seattle Times
U.S.A. Source: Article

$3.99/week ’18 Q2

¥1500/month
Japan Source: Article

60,000NewsPicks ‘18 Q2

70,000Dagbladet
Norway Source: Article

kr99/month ’18 Q3

57,000Svenska Dagbladet kr99/month ’18 Q4
Sweden Source: Article

23,000Initium Media
Hong Kong Source: Article

HK$49/month ’18 Q3

Norwegian Krone

Swedish Krona

March 2019 Report

https://www.affinity-primemedia.ch/newsletter-february-2019/
https://digiday.com/media/de-correspondent-gets-transparent-members-finances/
https://www.mprnews.org/story/2018/05/29/twin-cities-newspapers-star-tribune-pioneer-press-alden-global
https://whatsnewinpublishing.com/2018/08/digital-subscribers-for-local-newspapers-after-adding-36000-the-seattle-times-lays-out-its-strategy/
http://media.digitalnewsreport.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/digital-news-report-2018.pdf?x89475
https://digiday.com/media/aller-media-personalized-paywall/
https://digiday.com/media/readers-drive-40-percent-schibsted-revenue/
https://medium.com/initium-media-content-operation/%E7%AB%AF%E5%82%B3%E5%AA%92%E4%B8%89%E9%80%B1%E5%B9%B4%E8%AB%96%E5%A3%87%E8%A8%98%E9%8C%84-%E4%BD%A0%E7%90%86%E6%83%B3%E7%9A%84%E5%AA%92%E9%AB%94%E6%98%AF%E4%BB%80%E9%BA%BC%E6%A8%A3%E5%AD%90-66679b4eb085
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Methodology Q&A

How was the data collected?

FIPP used propriety survey data as well as publicly available data to compile this report. Due to the 
use of publicly available sources, we cannot guarantee the accuracy or recency of the figures 

reported. The sources of our data is referenced in the tables above. 

Why is my title or group not included?

We have tried to be as comprehensive as possible in sourcing data, but due to our reliance on 
publicly available data, this report should not be viewed as an exhaustive list. Should you wish to 

be included in future reports, please register your interest by e-mail Helen@fipp.com.

Why did you not include print and digital combinations?

We are aware that many publishers are enjoying tremendous success with packages which include 
both print and digital subscriptions. To create a level playing field and celebrate the growing 
success publishers are enjoying in selling digital only subscriptions, we’ve excluded all other 

subscription combinations for this report.    

Switzerland Source: Article

18,000Republik Fr22/month ‘19 Q1

9,900Liberation
France Source: PV Digest

€14.90/month ’18 Q1

4,300Good Housekeeping R37.90/month ‘18 Q4
South Africa Source: Publisher

3,600House and Leisure R49.90/month ‘18 Q4
South Africa Source: Publisher

1,600Cosmopolitan R37.90/month ‘18 Q4
South Africa Source: Publisher

Switzerland Source: PV Digest

6,300Le Temps Fr29/month ‘18 Q4

10,000Zetland Kr10/week ‘18 Q1
Denmark Source: Article

Danish Krona

Total digital only subscribers Base subscription cost Estimated reporting period
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mailto:Helen@fipp.com
https://www.cjr.org/business_of_news/republik-swiss-news-crowdfunding.php
http://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2018/denmark-2018/
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Sport becomes the local content kingpin driving digital subscriptions.

The Athletic burst on to the scene with much fanfare. This well-funded digital start-up has 
attracted investment totalling $70million and has over 100,000 subscribers. From the outset, 
their model was based on establishing local content teams, most frequently by poaching 
sports writers from local newspapers trapped in the unenviable position of constant cost 
cuts to stay afloat. 

Their model has been hugely successful, and they boast that the new areas they launch into 
become successful in an incredibly short time. But their success has attracted attention and 
is spawning a series of nimble competitors focussed on providing the same local focus on 
sports in the US market. 

DK Pittsburgh Sports, The Capitol Sports and Hookem.com owe their existence to a strong 
focus on local teams in a limited number of sports. In doing so, they are feeding moderately 
sized fanbases with a depth of coverage not available elsewhere, and are building up a 
dedicated following in the process. Counterintuitively, with fans for specific teams scattered 
across the country, their local content is developing national appeal, and more than half of 
DK Pittsburgh Sports subscribers are national rather than local.   

Many of these start-ups are, however, not managing to replicate the Atlantic’s success in 
breaking out of narrow content areas. DK Pittsburgh Sports attempted to broaden their 
content offering, but in the end, had to do a very public climb-down and narrow their focus 
back to covering the three core teams on which their content was initially focussed. 

The success of the Atlantic and other start-ups has also not gone unnoticed by local and 
regional newspaper groups which have now set their sights on clawing back their once 
dominant position on local sport and are using it as a potential subscription driver. Regional 
chains like McClatchy, are using lower-priced unlimited sports subscriptions to draw in 
subscribers.  

Although most evidence of using sports as a subscription driver is coming from the US, The 
Telegraph in the UK recently placed all their rugby content behind their paywall alongside 
politics and business. 

Less free content, more intelligent dynamic paywalls. 

Irrespective of which model publishers are using, there is a general trend which sees more 
content placed behind paywalls. Those using hard meters have steadily been lowering the 
number of articles they offer for free. On average this number is around five articles per 
month, but others, like the Boston Globe, has reduced that number down to two. 
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Dynamic paywalls continue to grow in popularity. In short,  dynamic paywalls are best 
described as data-rich, artificial intelligence systems able to predict how likely a reader is to 
become a paying subscriber, and what actions it will take to convert them. Using this 
approach, the number of articles the reader is shown depends on their behaviour and user 
profile, all with the goal of using the best method to convert them to paying subscribers. 

Swiss Newspaper Neue Zürcher Zeitung (NZZ) has used this to significant effect and claims 
that they have increased their conversion rate fivefold in the last year on the back of 
experimenting with propensity modelling.   

The technology has also brought some fascinating insight to life and has revealed that 
content which enjoys mass appeal on social media, tends to perform poorly in subscription 
conversion. Most frequently, it appears that it is specialised or local content that is the 
strongest predictor of a reader’s propensity to become a subscriber. 

The changing face of Facebook

While Facebook remains an important marketing channel for many publishers, the dynamic 
of the relationship with the platform has shifted dramatically in the last year. Research from 
Reuters has shown that Facebook is rapidly losing favour with publishers, and both 
reputation and functional considerations drive this. 

Facebook’s deepening woes around privacy and data usage have seen the company face 
increasing levels of scrutiny. In the US, presidential candidate Elizabeth Warren has even 
called for digital companies to be reclassified at platform utilities and split up, as was done to 
the telecoms monopolies in the US decades ago. She has made this pledge central to her 
election campaign. 

In the UK, Chancellor Philip Hammond has asked the government to instigate an 
investigation into the dominance of Google and Facebook in the digital advertising market. In 
Europe and Australia, lawmakers are also applying increasing pressure to get greater visibility 
into the business model and finances of the digital duopoly. 

But it may very well be performance issues that see the platform lose most favour with 
publishers. Algorithm changes in 2018 have choked referral traffic for publishers. And, while 
Facebook introduced these changes on the back of messaging to bring people closer 
together, but the reported fall of 50% in engagement levels on the platform is harder to 
ignore, or whitewash.

Publishers with advertising lead models who scale their audiences through platforms like 
Facebook took a particularly hard hit on the back of these changes, with more changes 
already on the way. While referral traffic for news and politics was down just over 30%, in 
categories like art and entertainment traffic is down as much as 71%, and for music and 
fashion, it’s down over 60%. 
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Publishers focussing on subscription models have built increasingly sophisticated data 
systems to understand where their subscribers are coming from. And by using such data, 
publishers like Le Figaro and Amedia have given Facebook an enormous thumbs down as a 
source of new subscribers, stating that more than 90% of subscription conversions come 
from their own platforms. 

Newsletters are making a comeback 

As part of an effort to keep readers engaged, and to market on own and owned platforms, 
many publishers are focussing on newsletters with responsibility for these returning from 
the marketing department to the newsroom. 

The Washington Post has more than 70 newsletters with content varying from parenting to 
politics, and they are being deployed to serve two vital purposes; 

Firstly, to keep readers exposed to the brand and its content, whether they are actively 
visiting the site or not. In essence, it is being used as a secondary channel to stay in touch 
with the reader and keep the brand within their repertoire.  

But the other purpose of newsletters is to serve as lead generation tools, which are 
marketed and promoted on social media channels and used to register users. They give 
readers the opportunity to enrol with the publishers without becoming a subscriber but 
ensures that the company has the chance to be in constant contact and can draw readers 
into the content ecosystem that puts them on a path to subscription.
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CeleraOne provides cutting-edge technologies for paid content, identity management and user segmentation. It supports 

publishers to implement paywalls, registration walls, data walls and personalisation strategies. Clients include Axel 

Springer, Neue Zürcher Zeitung, Süddeutsche Zeitung, Zeit Online and more than 20 other news sites. 

www.celeraone.com

FIPP is the network for global media, represents content-rich companies or individuals involved in the creation, 

publishing or sharing of quality content to audiences of interest. FIPP exists to help its members develop better 

strategies and build better businesses by identifying and communicating emerging trends, sharing knowledge, and 

improving skills, worldwide. www.fipp.com
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